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Bridging the Gap Between Privacy and Design
Deidre Mulligan and Jennifer King 

Full paper available at: http://www.futureofprivacy.org/privacy-papers-2012/

Executive Summary
This article explores the gap between privacy and design in the context of “lateral privacy”—  
privacy issues arising among users of a service rather than from the service provider — on social  
networking sites (SNSs) and other platforms by analyzing the privacy concerns lodged against the  
introduction of Facebook’s News Feed in 2006. Our analysis reveals that the dominant theory of privacy 
put forth by regulators, privacy as individual control, offers little insight into the experiences of privacy  
violation claimed by users. More importantly, we show that this theory is ill equipped to guide the design 
of SNSs and platforms to avoid similar harms in the future. A rising tide of privacy blunders on social  
networking sites and platforms drives the search for new regulatory approaches, and privacy  
regulators across the globe are increasingly demanding that the Fair Information Practice Principles, the  
embodiment of privacy as individual control, inform the design of technical systems through Privacy By 
Design. The call for Privacy By Design — the practice of embedding privacy protections into products and  
services at the design phase, rather than after the fact — connects to growing policymaker recognition  
of the power of technology to not only implement, but also to settle policy through architecture,  
configuration, interfaces, and default settings. We argue that regulators would do well to ensure that the 
concept of privacy they direct companies to embed affords the desirable forms of protection for privacy. 

Ideally, there would be a widely used set of methods and tools to aid in translating privacy into design. 
Today, neither is true. We identify three gaps in the “informational self-determination” approach that 
limit its responsiveness to lateral privacy design decisions in SNSs and platforms and then explore three 
alternative theories of privacy that provide compelling explanations of the privacy harms exemplified 
in platform environments. Based on this descriptive utility, we argue that these theories provide more 
robust grounding for efforts by SNSs and platform developers to address lateral privacy concerns in the 
design of technical artifacts. Unlike FIPPs, which can be applied across contexts, these theories require 
privacy to be discovered, not just implemented. To bridge this discovery gap, we turn to the field of  
Human Computer Interaction (“HCI”) and dip into the related field of Value Sensitive Design (“VSD”) 
to identify tools and methodologies that would aid designers in discovering and ultimately embedding 
these contextual, socially-oriented understandings of privacy in technical artifacts. Finally, we provide 
some tentative thoughts on the form and substance of regulations that would prompt corporations to 
invest in these HCI approaches to privacy.
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Authors

 
Deirdre K. Mulligan is an Assistant Professor at the UC Berkeley School of Information (I School). 
She came to the I School from the UC Berkeley School of Law (Boalt Hall), where she was a clinical 
professor of law and the director of the Samuelson Law, Technology & Public Policy Clinic. She served 
previously as staff counsel at the Center for Democracy & Technology in Washington.

Professor Mulligan’s current research agenda focuses on information privacy and security. Current  
projects include qualitative interviews to understand the institutionalization and management  
of privacy within corporate America, and role of law in corporate information security policy and practice.  
Other areas of current research include digital rights management technology and privacy and  
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network security.

Jennifer King is a Ph.D candidate in Information Science at UC Berkeley’s School of  
Information, where she is advised by Professor Deirdre Mulligan. Ms. King’s work uses  
human-computer interaction methods to examine the “privacy gap” between people’s expectations and 
how technological systems actually function. Her publications include privacy focused investigations  
into mobile systems, online social networks, radio-frequency identification [RFID], and digital video 
surveillance. Ms. King holds a professional master’s degree in information management and systems  
also from Berkeley’s i-School. Prior to her research career, Ms. King worked in security and product  
management for several Internet companies, most recently Yahoo!.
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‘Going Dark’ Versus a ‘Golden Age of Surveillance’
Peter Swire and Kenesa Ahmad 

Full paper available at: http://www.futureofprivacy.org/privacy-papers-2012/

Executive Summary 
Law enforcement and national security agencies are worried that they are “going dark” due to new  
technology. In 2011 testimony about the “going dark” problem, FBI General Counsel Valerie Caproni 
stated: “As the gap between authority and capability widens, the government is increasingly unable to 
collect valuable evidence in cases ranging from child exploitation and pornography to organized crime 
and drug trafficiking  to terrorism and espionage – evidence that a court has authorized the government 
to collect.”

“Going dark” is an evocative and compelling image. The phrase invites us to imagine

communications shrouded in darkness, so that the eyes of the agency are blind.  Although it did not 
yet have the name, the “going dark” argument was used extensively in the 1990’s, when the FBI and 
the NSA fought to prevent widespread use of encryption on the Internet.  Today, the argument is used  
to suggest that agencies need a new generation of enforcement powers, such as expansion of CALEA’s 
current requirements that telephones be “wiretap ready.” Notably, agencies are seeking to expand the 
wiretap requirements of CALEA broadly into hardware and software connected to the Internet. 

This article explains, however, that “going dark” is the wrong image.  Instead, today should be understood 
as a “golden age of surveillance.” Consider three areas where law enforcement has far greater capabilities 
than ever before: 

1.  Location information.  We are in the first period in history where most people carry a tracking 
device, the mobile phone.

2.  Information about contacts and confederates.  Police have ready access to the to/from  
information for an exploding number of phone calls, texts, e-mails, chat, and social network  
interactions. Police thus have unprecedented visibility into a suspect’s social graph – the list of 
potential criminal confederates.

3.  All the other digital databases. More generally, the amount of information about individuals stored 
online, and accessible to the police, has risen exponentially – medical records, each purchase by 
credit or debit card, marketing records, and many more.

A simple test can help the reader decide between the “going dark” and “golden age of surveillance” hy-
potheses. Suppose the agencies had a choice of a 1990-era package or a 2011-era package. The first 
package would include the wiretap authorities as they existed pre-encryption, but would lack the new 
techniques for location tracking, confederate identification, access to multiple databases, and data mining. 
The second package would match current capabilities: some encryption-related obstacles, but increased 
use of wiretaps, as well as the capabilities for location tracking, confederate tracking and data mining. 
The second package is clearly superior - the new surveillance tools assist a vast range of investigations, 
whereas wiretaps applied only to a small subset of key investigations.

The battle between the images of darkness and light is important. If the overall truth were that  
agencies are “going dark,” then legislatures and agencies would have an important argument for expanding  
surveillance powers. On the other hand, careful review of the facts shows that we live in a “golden age 
of surveillance.” This article is part of a broader research project on why effective encryption should be 
encouraged to create security on the Internet.  CALEA in the U.S. and other anti-encryption laws in 
China and India should not create holes in that security. Skepticism should accompany agency requests 
for new powers.
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Clinton Administration’s Chief Counselor for Privacy, in the U.S. Office of Management and Budget, 
as the only person to date to have government-wide responsibility for privacy issues.  Among his other 
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the Moritz College of Law of The Ohio State University, where she served as an Articles Editor of the 
Ohio State Law Journal. She also received her LL.M. from Northwestern University Law School. From 
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How Come I’m Allowing Strangers to go Through My Phone? 
Smart Phones and Privacy Expectations
Jennifer King 

Full paper available at: http://www.futureofprivacy.org/privacy-papers-2012/

Executive Summary
This study examines the privacy expectations of smartphone users by exploring two specific dimensions 
to smartphone privacy: participants’ concerns with other people accessing the personal data stored on 
their smartphones, and applications accessing this data via platform APIs. We interviewed 24 Apple 
iPhone and Google Android users about their smartphone usage, using Altman’s theory of boundary 
regulation and Nissenbaum’s theory of contextual integrity to guide our inquiry. We found these theories 
provided a strong rationale for explaining participants’ privacy expectations, but there were discrepancies 
between their expectations, smartphone usage, and existing platform designs and data access practices  
by application developers. We conclude by exploring this “privacy gap” and recommending design  
improvements to both the platforms and applications to address it. 
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Jennifer King is a Ph.D candidate in Information Science at UC Berkeley’s School of  
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Mobile Payments: Consumer Benefits & New Privacy Concerns
Chris Jay Hoofnagle, Jennifer M. Urban, and Su Li

Full paper available at: http://www.futureofprivacy.org/privacy-papers-2012/

Executive Summary
Payment systems that allow people to pay using their mobile phones are promised to reduce transaction 
fees, increase convenience, and enhance payment security. New mobile payment systems also are likely 
to make it easier for businesses to identify consumers, to collect more information about consumers, 
and to share more information about consumers’ purchases among more businesses.  This is a radical 
change from the current payment system, which by design and by legal arrangement, limits the ability of 
participants to fully track consumer purchases.  The shift to mobile payments has large implications for 
consumer tracking and profiling, and because of nuances in existing anti-marketing laws, the shift could 
mean that individuals will receive much more spam and telemarketing.

While many studies have reported security concerns as a barrier to adoption of mobile payment  
technologies, the privacy implications of these technologies have been under examined.  To better  
understand Americans’ attitudes towards privacy in new transaction systems, we commissioned a  
nationwide, telephonic (wireline and wireless) survey of 1,200 households, focusing upon the ways  
that mobile payment systems are likely to share information about consumers’ purchases. 

We found that Americans overwhelmingly oppose the revelation of contact information (phone  
number, email address, and home address) to merchants when making purchases with mobile  
payment systems.  Furthermore, an even higher level of opposition exists to systems that track  
consumers’ movements through their mobile phones.  

This last result speaks directly to emerging business models that attempt to track individuals  
uniquely through signals emitted from phones.  For instance, Navizon I.T.S. claims that it can track, “any  
Wi-Fi enabled smart phone or tablet, including iPhones, iPads, Android devices, BlackBerry, Windows 
Mobile, Symbian and, of course, laptops.”   As with many other tracking technologies, it seems to be  
designed to operate without the knowledge of the individual.  Navizon claims, “Unobtrusive surveillance / 
Navizon I.T.S. works in the background, quietly and unobtrusively locating Wi-Fi- enabled devices…No  
application is needed on the devices to be tracked. The only requirement is that their Wi-Fi radios be 
turned on, which is the default in most smart phones, tablets and laptops.” 

In this paper, we explain some advantages of mobile payment systems, some challenges to their  
adoption in the United States, and then turn to our main finding: Americans overwhelming reject mobile 
payment systems that track their movements or share identification information with retailers.  We then 
suggest a possible remedy for such information sharing: adapting provisions of California’s Song-Beverly  
Credit Card Act, which prohibits merchants from requesting personal information at the register when  
a consumer pays with a credit card, to mobile payments systems.  Our survey results suggest that  
consumers would support limitations on information collection and transfer. Song-Beverly could be  
adopted to accommodate those who wish to share their transaction data.
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Privacy by Design: A Counterfactual Analysis of Google  
and Facebook Privacy Incidents
Ira Rubinstein and Nathan Good

Full paper available at: http://www.futureofprivacy.org/privacy-papers-2012/

Executive Summary
Regulators here and abroad have embraced “privacy by design” as a critical element of their ongoing  
revision of current privacy laws. This idea of building in privacy from the outset is commonsensical, yet it 
remains rather vague—surely it should enhance consumer privacy but what does it mean and how does 
it really work? In particular, is privacy by design simply a matter of developing products with greater 
purpose or intention (as opposed to haphazardly) or of following specific design principles? What do 
regulators expect to accomplish by encouraging firms to implement privacy by design and how would this 
benefit consumers? This paper seeks to answer these questions by presenting case studies of high profile 
privacy incidents involving Google and Facebook and analyzing them against a set of well established 
design principles.

At a minimum, privacy by design implies building in privacy (in the form of Fair Information Practices 
or FIPs) when creating software products and services. But FIPs are not self-executing.  Rather, privacy 
by design requires the translation of FIPs into engineering and usability principles and practices.  The best 
way to ensure that software includes the broad goals of privacy as described in the FIPs and any related 
corporate privacy guidelines is by including it in the definition of software “requirements.” And a main 
component of making a specification or requirement for software design is to make it concrete, specific 
and preferably associated with a metric. Equally important is developing software interfaces and other 
visual elements that are focused around end-user goals, needs, wants and constraints.

The Article offers the first comprehensive analysis of engineering and usability principles specifically 
relevant to privacy. Based on the relevant technical literature, it derives a small number of principles 
and illustrates them by reference to ten recent Google and Facebook privacy incidents. Relying on news  
accounts, company statements, and detailed regulatory reports, we analyze these privacy incidents  
in detail to determine whether the two firms might have achieved better privacy results if they had 
implemented privacy by design. Despite the somewhat speculative nature of this “what if ” analysis,  
we believe that it reveals the strengths and weaknesses of privacy by design and thereby helps inform 
ongoing regulatory debates. The Article concludes that all ten privacy incidents might have been avoided 
by the application of these privacy engineering and usability principles. Further, we suggest that the main 
challenge to effective privacy by design is not the lack of design guidelines. Rather, it is that business  
concerns often compete with and overshadow privacy concerns. Hence the solution lies in providing 
firms with much clearer guidance about applicable design principles and how best to incorporate them 
into their software development processes. Greater guidance is also needed for how to balance privacy 
with business interests, and there must be oversight mechanisms as well.

This Article has three parts. In Part I, we present a general review of the design principles relevant  
to privacy. This requires a brief analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of FIPs as a source of  
privacy design principles. Here we mainly focus on the failure of the notice-and-choice model of FIPs  
and the shortcomings of all versions of FIPs insofar as they rely primarily on a control conception  
of privacy. Next, we closely examine what it means to design for privacy, defining “design” in terms of 
two broad and at times overlapping ideas: back-end software implementations of networking and related 
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systems infrastructure, which are generally hidden from the user but drive the heart of any system; and  
front-end, user interfaces, which (in the privacy setting) handle tasks such as notification, consent, access,  
preference management, and other user experiences. We therefore analyze privacy by design from  
two complementary perspectives: privacy engineering, which refers to the design and implementation 
of software that facilitates privacy, and usable privacy design, which refers to design tasks that focus on 
human-computer interaction (HCI). The former focuses on building software satisfying the abstract  
privacy requirements embodied in the FIPs (in some cases overlapping with security engineering),  
the latter on ensuring that users understand and benefit from well-engineered privacy controls. Our  
discussion of privacy engineering draws mainly on four key papers in the technical design literature and 
the works cited therein. In contrast, our discussion of usable privacy design looks at a rather different 
body of work that finds inspiration in the writings of Irwin Altman, a social psychologist, and Helen 
Nissenbaum, a philosopher of technology, both of whom analyze privacy in terms of social interaction.  
In Part II, we offer ten case studies of Google and Facebook privacy incidents and then rely on the  
principles identified in Part I to discover what went wrong and what the two companies might have done 
differently to avoid privacy violations and consumer harms. We conclude in Part III by considering what 
lessons regulators might learn from this counterfactual analysis.
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Identification Risks and Privacy Protections, Then and Now
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Executive Summary
The 1997 re-identification of Massachusetts Governor William Weld’s medical data within an  
insurance data set which had been stripped of direct identifiers has had a profound impact on the  
development of de-identification provisions within the 2003 Health Insurance Portability and  
Accountability Act (HIPAA) Privacy Rule. Weld’s re-identification, purportedly achieved through the 
use of a voter registration list from Cambridge, MA is frequently cited as an example that computer  
scientists can re-identify individuals within de-identified data with “astonishing ease”. 

However, a careful re-examination of the population demographics in Cambridge indicates that 
Weld was most likely re-identifiable only because he was a public figure who experienced a highly  
publicized hospitalization rather than there being any certainty underlying his re-identification using  
the Cambridge voter data, which had missing data for a large proportion of the population. The  
Cambridge population was nearly 100,000 and the voter list contained only 54,000 of these residents,  
so the voter linkage could not provide sufficient evidence to allege any definitive re-identification.  
The statistics underlying this famous re-identification attack make it clear that the purported method of 
voter list linkage could not have definitively re-identified Weld. While the odds were somewhat better 
than a coin-flip, they fell quite short of the certainty that is implied by the term “re-identification”.

The complete story of Weld’s re-identification exposes an important systemic barrier to accurate  
re-identification known as “the myth of the perfect population register”. Because the logic underlying 
re-identification depends critically on being able to demonstrate that a person within a sample data  
set is the only person in the larger population who has a set of combined characteristics (known as  
“quasi-identifiers”) that could potentially re-identify them, most re-identification attempts face a 
strong challenge in being able to create such a complete and accurate population register. Importantly,  
each person missing within an imperfect population register is directly protected from re-identification 
attempts the register -- but these missing individuals also importantly confound attempts to re-identify 
others whenever such incomplete registers are used in re-identification attempts. When just a single  
person sharing the same quasi-identifier characteristics with a purported re-identification victim  
is missing from the voter register, then the probability of a correct re-identification for this target is  
only 50%.

This strong limitation not only underlies the entire set of famous Cambridge re-identification results 
but also impacts much of the existing re-identification research cited by those making claims of easy  
re-identification. – a fact which must be understood by public policy-makers seeking to realistically assess 
current privacy risks posed by de-identified data. 

Fortunately, HHS responded to the concerns raised by the Weld/Cambridge voter list privacy attack  
and, through the HIPAA Privacy Rules, acted to help prevent re-identification attempts.  
Re-Identification risks today under the HIPAA Privacy Rule reveal dramatic reductions (thousands 
fold) of re-identification risks for de-identified health data as protected by the HIPAA Privacy Rule  
de-identification provisions since 2003. Available evidence further suggests that re-identification risks 
under current HIPAA protections are now well-controlled.
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•	  In 2007, the National Committee on Vital and Health Statistics received testimony that 0.04  
percent (4 in 10,000) of the individuals in the U.S. population within data sets de-identified using 
the “Safe Harbor” method could possibly be identified on the basis of their year of birth, gender  
and three-digit ZIP code. 

•	  A 2010 study estimated re-identification risks under the HIPAA Safe Harbor rule on a  
state-by-state basis using voter registration data. The percentage of a state’s population estimated 
to be vulnerable (i.e., not definitively re-identified, but potentially re-identifiable) ranged from 0.01 
percent to 0.25 percent. 

•	  The Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology conducted a 2011 
study examining an attack on HIPAA de-identified data under realistic conditions, testing whether 
HIPAA Safe Harbor de-identified data could be combined with external data to re-identify patients. 
The study was performed under practical and plausible conditions and verified the re-identifications 
against direct identifiers—a crucial step often missing from this sort of study. The study used 15,000 
de-identified patient records and showed a match for only two of the fifteen thousand individuals  
(a re-identification rate of 0.013 percent). Even when maximally strong assumptions were made 
about the possible knowledge of a hypothetical “data intruder”, the re-identification risk (under the 
questionable assumption that re-identification would even be attempted) was likely to be less than 
0.22 percent.

Because a vast array of healthcare improvements and medical research critically depend on de-identified 
health information, the essential public policy challenge then is to accurately assess the current state of 
privacy protections for de-identified data, and properly balance both risks and benefits to maximum 
effect. While one can point to very few, if any, cases of persons who have been harmed by attacks with 
verified re-identifications, virtually every member of our society has routinely benefited from the use of 
de-identified health information. 

Considerable costs come with incorrectly evaluating the true risks of re-identification under  
current HIPAA protections. It is essential to understand that de-identification comes at a cost to the  
scientific accuracy and quality of the healthcare decisions that will be made based on research using  
de-identified data. Balancing disclosure risks and statistical accuracy is crucial because some popular  
de-identification methods, such as “k-anonymity methods”, can unnecessarily, and often undetect-
ably, degrade the accuracy of de-identified data for multivariate statistical analyses. This problem is well  
understood by statisticians and computer scientists, but not well-appreciated in the public policy arena. 
Poorly conducted de-identification and the overuse of de-identification methods in cases where they  
do not produce real privacy protections can quickly lead to incorrect scientific findings and damaging 
policy decisions.

De-identified health data is the workhorse that supports numerous healthcare improvements and a wide 
variety of medical research activities. This critical role that de-identified health information plays in  
improving healthcare is becoming increasingly more widely recognized, but properly balancing  
the competing goals of protecting patient privacy while also preserving the accuracy of research  
requires policy makers to realistically assess both sides of this coin. De-identification policy must achieve  
an ethical equipoise between potential privacy harms and the very real benefits that result from the  
advancement of science and healthcare improvements which are accomplished with de-identified data.
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The paper also provides recommendations for enhancements to existing HIPAA de-identification policy, 
such as:

•	  Prohibiting of the re-identification, or attempted re-identification, of individuals and their relatives, 
family or household members. 

•	  Requiring parties who wish to link new data elements (which might increase re-identification risks) 
with de-identified data to confirm that the data remains de-identified.

•	  Specifying that HIPAA de-identification status would expire if, at any time, the data contains  
data elements specified within an evolving Safe Harbor list which should be periodically updated  
by HHS.

•	  Formally specifying that for statistically de-identified data, anticipated data recipients must always 
comply with specified time limits, data use restrictions, qualifications or conditions set forth in the 
statistical de-identification determination associated with the data.

•	  Requiring those holding and using de-identified data to implement and maintain appropriate  
data security and privacy policies, procedures and associated physical, technical and  
administrative safeguards. 

•	  Requiring those transferring de-identified data to third parties to enter into data use agreements 
which would oblige those receiving the data to also hold to these conditions, thus maintaining an 
important “chain-of-trust” data stewardship principal accompanying de-identified data.

Conclusion
William Weld’s 1997 “re-identification” had an important impact on improving healthcare privacy  
because it led to regulations that help to importantly protect patients from re-identification risks. But the 
Weld saga does not reflect the privacy risks that exist under the HIPAA Privacy rules today. We should 
not let today’s minimal re-identification risks cause us to abandon our use of de-identified to protect 
privacy, save lives and continue to improve our healthcare system.
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Executive Summary
In recent years, Internet advertising has become increasingly tailored to individual users. In the simplest 
case, contextual advertising, advertising networks choose which ads to display on a webpage based on the 
contents of that page. In the more complex technique of online behavioral advertising (OBA), advertising 
networks profile a user based on his or her online activities, such as the websites he or she visits over time. 
Using this profile, advertising networks show ads that are more likely to be of interest to a particular user. 

OBA presents both benefits and downsides to users. If their interests have been accurately profiled,  
users will receive more relevant advertising. However, collecting data about users’ online activities can  
potentially violate their privacy. Previous research has found that users have substantial privacy concerns 
about OBA, while marketing surveys have found that consumers like OBA and that discomfort with  
OBA is reduced when users are informed that non-personally identifiable information is used for OBA. 
Whereas past work employed surveys, which can sample a large number of individuals but are not  
conducive to open-ended questions exploring attitudes and motivations, we conducted interviews to 
learn how past experiences, knowledge, and understanding factor into users’ attitudes toward online  
behavioral advertising. 

In this paper, we report results of 48 semi-structured interviews that unpack the factors fueling users’ 
attitudes about OBA. Beyond asking participants their opinions, we investigated their knowledge of 
the current practice of OBA and tools to control it, their understanding of how profiles can be created,  
and the extent to which the circumstances of data collection and the identity of the advertising network 
influence their attitudes.

Attitudes About Internet Advertising and OBA
Participants were surprised that OBA currently occurs. While a number of participants believed that 
browsing history could theoretically be used to target advertising, few were aware that this technique is 
currently used. In contrast, many participants were familiar with contextual ads on first-party sites, such 
as Amazon and Facebook.

After learning about OBA, many participants perceived some benefits from behavioral advertising,  
yet the majority of participants noted that the practice negatively impacted their privacy. Participants 
mentioned lack of transparency and control as well as discomfort with being monitored. Taken as a 
whole, participants found OBA smart, useful, scary, and creepy at the same time. They often believed that 
personal information is collected during OBA, potentially influencing their attitudes toward the practice. 
Participants varied in the types of browsing situations in which they would like data to be collected for 
OBA purposes, basing these decisions on both privacy and utility.
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Effectiveness of Notice and Choice Mechanisms
Participants’ responses suggested that current approaches for providing notice about OBA are  
ineffective. Only a handful of participants understood the meaning of industry-created icons intended to 
notify consumers about OBA. Instead, they believed that icons intended to provide notice about OBA 
would let them express interest in the product being advertised or purchase their own ads. Participants 
could not accurately determine what information is collected for OBA purposes, or by whom, and they 
assumed the worst, leading them to oppose a practice they ex¬pected would involve the collection of 
personally-identifiable and financial information. 

Our results also identify disconnects between participants’ mental models and current approaches for 
giving consumers control over OBA. Participants were unaware of existing tools for controlling OBA, 
and they were unsure where to turn to protect their privacy. To exercise consumer choice, participants 
expected that they could use familiar tools, such as their web browser’s settings, deleting their cookies, 
or antivirus software suites. However, mechanisms to exercise choice about OBA in browsers are limited 
and difficult to use. Deleting cookies, participants’ most common response, would nullify their opt-outs. 
A Do Not Track header has been designed to allow users to set a preference in their browser that does 
not disappear when cookies are deleted. However, efforts to define fully the meaning of Do Not Track are 
still ongoing in the W3C Tracking Protection Working Group. 

Furthermore, existing privacy tools ranging from opt-out pages to browser plug-ins expect consumers 
to express OBA preferences on a per-company basis. However, participants misunderstood the role of 
advertising networks in the OBA ecosystem, evaluating companies based solely on activities unrelated 
to advertising. Participants expressed complex OBA preferences that depended on the context of their 
browsing, an approach that is unsupported by current mechanisms. Future investigation is needed to test 
notice and choice mechanisms that better align with users’ understanding of OBA, particularly by taking 
users’ mental models of the process into consideration.  

Conclusions
Participants found behavioral advertising both useful and privacy-invasive. The majority of  
participants were either fully or partially opposed to OBA, finding the idea smart but creepy. However,  
this attitude seemed to be influenced in part by beliefs that more data is collected than actually is.  
Participants understood neither the roles of different companies involved in OBA, nor the technologies 
used to profile users, contributing to their misunderstandings.

Given effective notice about the practice of tailoring ads based on users’ browsing activities, participants 
would not need to understand the underlying technologies and business models. However, our research 
suggests that current notice and choice mechanisms are ineffective. Furthermore, current mechanisms 
focus on opting out of targeting by particular companies, yet participants displayed faulty reasoning in 
evaluating companies. In contrast, participants displayed complex preferences about the situations in 
which their browsing data could be collected; yet they currently cannot exercise these preferences. Our 
results suggest that rather than tools for opting out of tracking by individual companies, there is a need 
for easy-to-use tools that allow consumers to opt-out of certain types of tracking or data practices they 
find objectionable, or to opt-out of tracking on certain types of websites or in certain contexts (e.g., 
healthcare). In addition, our results suggest a need for more effective communication with users about 
when and how OBA occurs.
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Executive Summary
Nowadays, many job seekers publicly disclose online, personal information that is risky for employers 
to ask in face-to-face interviews or use in the official hiring process. In most of the United States, for 
instance, an employer who asks a job applicant questions about her religious affiliation, sexual preference, 
or family status may be sued for discrimination under the Equal Employment Opportunity laws. Thus, 
even in extensive interviews, much of that information remains frequently private. 

Employers’ costs of acquiring the same data online, however, are much lower: the information is often a 
few clicks away, and the risks of detection are substantially lower. With the rise of social networking sites, 
micro-blogging, and other Web 2.0 services, new opportunities for labor market discrimination have 
clearly arisen. Anecdotal evidence and self-report surveys suggest that U.S. firms have, in fact, started 
using various online services to seek information about prospective hires. According to the employers, 
the information sought online is benign: firms admit to searching blogs or online profiles for evidence  
of professional or unprofessional behaviors and traits. However, so much more can be gleaned about  
prospective hires from their online presences. A tweet can reveal a place of worship. A blog post can imply 
a person’s sexual preference. A photo on LinkedIn can show her race. A comment on Facebook - or even 
just an image chosen as the online profile’s background - can indicate her family status.

To date, however, no controlled experiment has investigated the extent to which firms use online  
resources to find information about job applicants, and how their hiring activities are influenced  
by the information they find. In particular, no experiment has established whether “protected”  
information that employers are discouraged from asking during interviews, but which can be found on 
social networking sites, affects their employment decisions. We used two randomized experiments to 
investigate the effects of job candidates’ personal information, posted on a popular social networking site, 
on the search activities of employers. The experiments shared a common design: we used data revealed 
online by actual members of popular social networking sites and job seeking sites to design resumes and 
online presences of prospective job candidates. We manipulated those candidates’ personal information, 
focusing on traits that U.S. employers may not lawfully consider in the hiring process, and therefore 
should not inquire about during interviews, and measured individuals’ and HR professionals’ responses  
to those profiles. Our current findings suggest that information found online about prospective job  
candidates can, in fact, be a source of hiring discrimination.
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